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Introduction

Fake news is a salient societal issue, the sub-
ject of much recent academic research, and,
as of 2019, a ubiquitous catchphrase.

In this article, we explore using the task of
detecting fake news to teach supervised ma-
chine learning and data science, as demon-
strated in our Model AI Assignment1(Neller et
al., 2019). We ask students to build a series
of increasingly complex classifiers that cate-
gorize news headlines into “fake” and “real”
and to analyze the classifiers they have built.
Students think about the data, the validity of
the problem posed to them, and the assump-
tions behind the models they use. Students
can compete in a class-wide competition to
build the best fake news detector.

To help instructors incorporate fake news de-
tection into their course, we briefly review re-
cent research on fake news and the task of
fake news detection. We then describe the
assignment design, and reflect on the in-class
fake news detection competition we ran.

Fake News Research

Fake news is an old issue (Mansky, 2018),
but the role it may have played in the 2016
US Presidential Election has sparked renewed
interest in the phenomenon (Lazer et al.,
2018), (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017). Re-
search on fake news is focused on under-
standing its audience and societal impact,
how it spreads on social media, and who its
consumers are (Grinberg, Joseph, Friedland,
Swire-Thompson, & Lazer, 2019), (Nelson &
Taneja, 2018).

Fake news can be detected based on tex-
tual features and social network propagation
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1http://modelai.gettysburg.edu/

2019/fakenews/

Figure 1: Visualizing P (fake|keyword) for a naive
Bayes model trained on our training set. Larger
text corresponds to larger conditional probabilities.

patterns (Shu, Sliva, Wang, Tang, & Liu,
2017). High-quality datasets of fake and
real news are scarce. Several medium-scale
datasets have recently been collected, with
fake news either obtained from the web (of-
ten with the help of fact-checking resources
such as PolitiFact.com) or written to order
by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers (Wang,
2017), (Pérez-Rosas, Kleinberg, Lefevre, &
Mihalcea, 2018).

The definition of the concept of “fake news”
itself has proven elusive. See (Tandoc, Lim, &
Ling, 2018) for an overview of the definitions
recently used in literature.

Teaching Supervised Learning via
Fake News

In our assignment, the task is to classify
news headlines as “real” or “fake”. Students
build and compare several standard classi-
fiers: naive Bayes, logistic regression, and
a decision tree. All three classifiers use the
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presence/absence of keywords as their fea-
ture set. The detection of fake news headlines
using naive Bayes is directly analogous to the
classic spam filtering task. See (Russell &
Norvig, 2009) for an exposition and (Sahami,
Dumais, Heckerman, & Horvitz, 1998) for the
paper that introduced the idea.

Our pedagogical approach emphasizes hav-
ing students analyze the models they build. In
particular, we ask students to obtain keywords
whose presence or absence most strongly in-
dicates that a headline is “fake” or “real”.

To find the most important keywords for clas-
sifying a headline as “real” using naive Bayes,
students need to decide whether they should
use P (real|keyword) or P (keyword|real). We
hope they gain a deeper understanding of
naive Bayes in the process. We use PyTorch
to implement logistic regression, and suggest
(as would be natural for our students) that stu-
dents use multinomial logistic regression with
2 outputs when predicting “fake”/“real”. This
results in 2k + 2 coefficients for a vocabulary
of k keywords. Identifying the most impor-
tant keywords based on these 2k+2 numbers
nudges students towards understanding the
details of the model. We also ask students to
derive the logistic regression coefficients that
correspond to the naive Bayes classifier they
fit. As a final step, students fit a decision tree
to the data and again identify the most impor-
tant features according to the model.

As they fit a series of increasingly complex
classifiers, students observe overfitting first-
hand: training performance increases with
classifier complexity, while validation perfor-
mance decreases. Beating naive Bayes turns
out to be quite difficult (though doable). Stu-
dents attempt to do that in the competition
phase.

Teaching Data Science via Fake News

When using the assignment in a data sci-
ence rather than a machine learning course,
we place more emphasis on statistical model-
ing and careful examination of the data. We
ask students to inspect the dataset in order
to analyze it qualitatively and discuss its lim-
itations. Students are also asked to check
whether the dataset conforms to the naive
Bayes assumption (it does not; to figure out

why, students need to think about how human
language works).

Another part of the assignment involves pro-
ducing new data via the naive Bayes genera-
tive model. The goal is for students to gain a
deeper understanding of generative models.

Datasets

The dataset students use in the principal part
of the assignment was compiled by combining
data from several sources. It consists of 1298
“fake news” headlines and 1968 “real news”
headlines, all containing the word “Trump”.
“Fake” headlines are challenging to collect; as
students see, most headlines labeled as such
could be argued to be merely tendentious or
hyperbolic rather than fake.

We have curated a smaller private test set of
headlines that we have verified to be either
real or fake2. That test set is used in our fake
news detection competition and is available to
instructors upon request.

Fake News Detection Contest

For interested students, we ran an optional
fake news detection competition. The authors
of the best-performing entries would earn a
small amount of points towards their course
grade. Participating students could follow any
approach they liked. We encouraged aug-
menting the given training set with more data,
engineering useful features, training classi-
fiers of the students’ own choice, and using
ensemble methods. Gratifyingly, some con-
testants were able to engineer useful features
and use modern text classification algorithms
to beat the naive Bayes baseline.

The source code for many modern text classi-
fication systems is widely available and some-
times comes with pre-trained weights. Stu-
dents would often adapt, train, or fine-tune the
systems for their submissions.3

2While we could not fact-check the headlines to
journalistic standards, we made sure that the truth
or falseness of the headlines was not in serious
dispute.

3Training deep learning systems is often re-
source intensive. We refer students to services
such as AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud
Platform, where they are eligible for free credits.
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Conclusion

Through building a fake news detector in
class, we are able to teach some of the foun-
dational methods of supervised learning in a
compelling and coherent manner. The dataset
we collected can be used in a class that em-
phasizes rigorous thinking about data science
problems. We share our experience of run-
ning an in-class fake news detection competi-
tion.
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